The quality of edge detection is related to detection angle, scale, and threshold. There have been many algorithms to promote edge detection quality by some rules about detection angles. However these algorithm did not form rules to detect edges at an arbitrary angle, therefore they just used different number of angles and did not indicate optimized number of angles. In this paper, a novel edge detection algorithm is proposed to detect edges at arbitrary angles and optimized number of angles in the algorithm is introduced. The algorithm combines singularity detection with Gaussian wavelet transform and edge detection at arbitrary directions and contain five steps: 1) An image is divided into some pixel lines at certain angle in the range from 45 • to 90 • according to decomposition rules of this paper. 2) Singularities of pixel lines are detected and form an edge image at the certain angle. 3) Many edge images at different angles form a final edge images. 4) Detection angles in the range from 45 • to 90 • are extended to range from 0 • to 360 • . 5) Optimized number of angles for the algorithm is proposed. Then the algorithm with optimized number of angles shows better performances.
Introduction
Edge detection is an important method for extracting primitive feature of an image. The classical edge detection operators are based on computing gradients in orthogonal directions or in multiple directions. These studies implemented edge detection at some angles by convolution of an image with a set of oriented edge detectors and calculate a final edge by some rules [1] - [8] . They also adjust weighting at some angles to change their contribution to spatial gradient of edge detection operators [2] , [3] . Some operators detected edges by extending size of operators, but the purposes of the operators were to decrease of the sensitivity to noise, they still depend on detection angles [6] , [9] . They indicate that increasing detection angles could obtain abundant pixel information contributing to extract correct edges in image.
However, they did not extend their algorithms at an arbitrary angle and not indicated the optimized number of detection angles.
With the development of wavelet transform, Mallat proposed multiresolution approach to characterize signal variation at different scales. Then wavelet transform modulus-maxima is employed to identify singularities in 1-D signals and detect edges in 2-D images at different scales based on gray gradient [10] - [12] . But wavelet transform modulus maxima method has the limitation of the detection angles which are usually horizontal direction and vertical direction in many applications [13] . Canny operator introduced diagonal direction into edge detection and the angles are classified as four directions (horizontal, vertical and diagonal directions) [14] . In recent years, many algorithms still detect edges based on computing gradients in multiple angles and wavelet transform but they are limited by the number of direction angles [15] - [19] .
The above algorithms neglect generally effect of the number of detection angles on generating real edge. To solve the problem, a novel algorithm of edge detection is proposed in this paper. This algorithm combines singularity detection with Gaussian wavelet transform and edge detection at arbitrary directions and contains five steps: 1) An image is divided into some pixel lines at certain angle in the range from 45
• to 90
• according to decomposition rules of this paper. 2) Singularities of pixel lines are detected and form an edge image at the certain angle. 3) Many edge images at different angles form a final edge images. 4) Detection angles in the range from 45
• are extended to the range from 0
• to 360
• . 5) Optimized number of angles for the algorithm is proposed.
The novel edge detection algorithm not only achieves edge detection at arbitrary angles but also indicates relationship between edges of an image and the number of detection angles. In addition, the algorithm with optimized number of angles is proposed and shows better performances.
Edge Detection Algorithm Based on Wavelet Transform at Arbitrary Angles

Extracting Pixel Elements and Composing a Pixel Line at Arbitrary Angles
Pixel elements at a certain angle compose many pixel lines along a certain angle in an image. We design two connection
Copyright c 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers forms for composing pixel lines. One connection form is compact connection and is represented as letter C. As shown in Fig. 1 (a) , when the number of pixels is 2, these pixels of the compact connection generate a continuous pixel line from top-left corner of an image and a direction angle θ 2C is formed between the pixel line and left border of the image. A matrix form of the compact connection Q θ2C is shown in Fig. 1 (b) and θ 2C = arctan m+1 m , where m ∈ Z is the number of rows. The other connection form is sparse connection marked with letter S and a schematic illustration is shown in Fig. 1 (c) . When the number of pixels is 2, the continuous pixel line composed by sparse connection is also started from the top-left corner of an image and forms a direction angle θ 2S = arctan 2m m . Its matrix form Q θ 2S is shown in Fig. 1 (d) . The direction angles θ 2C and θ 2S are generated by the two types of pixels connection separately and constitute an interval [θ 2C , θ 2S ]. Other angles within the interval [θ 2C , θ 2S ] could be obtained from various combinations of compact connection and sparse connection, which appear repeatedly in a continuous pixel line. As shown in Fig. 1 (e), the combination which includes i compact connections and j sparse connections is repeated r times. A pixel line along a certain angle is generated by r the combinations and end when the line goes beyond right boundary of image. The angle is θ 2CS = arctan ri+2r j+2 ri+r j+1 , when the number of pixels is 2. The relationship among i, j, m, n, and r under 2 pixels connection could be calculated as follows:
where n, m, i, j ∈ Z, r is the number of repeating combination, m and n are the number of rows and columns, i and j are the number of compact connection and the number of sparse connection. When the compact connection and sparse connection are formed by k pixels, the direction angles θ kC and θ kS are generated and constitute an interval [θ kC , θ kS ], in which θ kC = arctan 
Therefore, θ 2C could be gotten when k = 2, i = 1, j = 0, and r = m − 1. θ 2S could be gotten when k = 2, i = 0, and j = • angle is achieved by sparse connection when k = 1, i = 0, and j = 1. The 90
• angle is just achieved by splitting an image into rows. Conclusively, the whole range of angles is [45
Image Segmentation and Edge Detection
The process of image segmentation and edge detection at a certain angle is shown in Fig. 2 (a). An expanded image P θ (i, j) of size m × m tan θ is established by filling 0 into the region beyond the original image boundary because the pixel lines could go beyond the size of original image. Taking top-left corner of the P θ (i, j) as an origin, many pixel lines are established along a certain angle θ. Then the P θ (i, j) is divided into many pixel lines from left and up border and ends at right and lower border of the image. Next the pixel lines obtained from P θ (i, j) could be considered as many 1-D signals which are denoted by g n (θ) including X n (θ) (in lower triangular matrix) and Y n (θ) (in upper triangular matrix). First derivative of Gaussian function is given by
where σ = 1, x = 0, ±1, · · · , ±6 and x ∈ Z. The window of first derivative of Gaussian operator (FDOG edge detector) is generally 11 × 11 [20] . When x are more than 6 and less than −6, values of the filter coefficients are approximately 0 and have little effect on result of calculation. The proposed algorithm increases one unit of filter length (x = 0, ±1, · · · , ±6) and it is enough to remove influence of filter length and does not increase computation cost. The pixel lines are converted into curves h n,σ (θ) by
Afterwards h n,σ (θ) are converted into absolute values h n,σ (θ) in order to eliminate differences between left convolution and right convolution. The singularities in h n,σ (θ) are recognized by detection of local maxima and non-maximum suppression. The gray level of the singularities is given by Singularity = 255 the total number of angles (7) The new pixel lines only containing singularities form an edge image in original positions of pixel lines. Finally, the edge image PP θ (i, j) shows edge information of the original image in a certain angle. Each detection angle corresponds to an edge image. The final edge image of the original image is obtained by superimposing many images at different angles and gray-level threshold T = 255 the total number of angles . The threshold T could be changed when the total number of angles changes (Fig. 2 (b) ).
Angle Spread
The . Therefore, the proposed edge detection algorithm could achieve edge detection between 0
• .
Experiments and Results
Detection Angles Optimization
We applied the sparse connection to generate some detection angles to evaluate the optimized number of angles. Angle increment is nearly 10
• and a Circle and Letters image (556 × 591 pixels) is used as a test image. Figure 3 shows variation trends of the number of pixels and connected components in the images at different k values or the number of angles. Figure 3 (a) shows detection results of the image at different k values. Figure 3 (b) and 3 (c) show trends of the number of pixels and connected components only in Circle part and in Circle and Letters separately at different k values, where P stands for pixel and C stands for connected component. When k = 1 (45
• and 135 • ), edge pixels are least in 5 values. The edges could not form a closed edge because the number of connected components is 53. When k = 2, 3, 6, and 591, the number of edge pixels increases largely and the number of connected components are fixed values (1 in Fig. 3 (b) and 9 in Fig. 3 (c) ) which are equal to the number of shape and letters. The edge pixels in k = 2 (nearly 30
• , 60
• , 120
• , and 150 • ) are approximately equal to those in k = 3 (nearly 20
• , 70
• , 110
• , and 160
• ) and k = 6 (nearly 10
• , 80
• , 100
• , and 170 • ). They are all more than pixels in k = 591 (90 • ), and the results are in accord with visual perception in Fig. 3 (a) .
Pixel position and quantity vary in different k values. This phenomenon indicates that an edge image may contain a real edge and some pseudo edges. Superposing edge images at different detection angles is a general method for searching real edge of an image, but it is difficult to superpose all angles. Therefore, the optimized number of angles is necessary for generating a real edge. In our study, the optimized number of superimposed angles could be found according to trends of the number pixels and connected components. Figure 3 (d), Fig. 3 (e) and Fig. 3 (f) show results of edge detection at different superimposed angles, when the total number of superimposed angles is set at 16 (T is approximately 15) for our experiments. Figure 3 (d) shows the change of edge images when number of superimposed angles increases. Figure 3 (e) shows trends of the number of pixels and connected components in Circle part and Fig. 3 (f) shows the trends in Circle and Letters. When the number of superimposed angles is 4, the number of connected components is fixed values (1 in Fig. 3 (e) and 9 in Fig. 3 (f) ). When the number of angles is greater than 4, pixels increment begins to decrease and maintains a nearly constant from 6 to 12 in Fig. 3 (e) and Fig. 3 (f) . Pixels increment after 6 maintains nearly 60 in Fig. 3 (e) and pixels increment after 8 maintains nearly 100 in Fig. 3 (f) . After 10, pixels increment decreases further. angles changes. It indicates that the change of total number of superimposed angles does not impact the trends of pixel quantity in the algorithm. Therefore the result under 16 superimposed angles is still effective under 8 superimposed angles.
In addition, although the pixels increment decreases further, it could not been eliminated and leads to smeared edges for edge images, which are considered as pseudo edges. The optimized number of angles could reduce smeared edges, so optimized number should be a value where the pixels increment begins to decrease and maintain a constant. Therefore, the 8 detection angles in the proposed algorithm meet the condition and are used to extract approximate real edges. Finally, we chose k = 1, 2, and 591 to generate optimized number in the proposed algorithm. Figure 4 further indicates effects of optimized detection angles (Fig. 4 (b) ) in different basic shapes (Fig. 4 (a) ). The edges of every shape are all discontinuous edges in Fig. 4 (c) and the edge images contain many smeared edges especially in Letters images in Fig. 4 (d) . The optimized algorithm not only achieves closed edges which contain a few smeared edges but also obtains edges similar to those generated by wavelet modulus maxima (Fig. 4 (e) ) and Canny algorithm (Fig. 4 (f) ).
Results and Comparison in Test Templates
In this work, test templates are constructed according to two-dimensional discrete models for evaluation of our proposed edge detection algorithm by figure of merit (FOM) [5] , [20] . The templates are divided into two parts: edge templates and line templates which contain 9 templates separately (the templates and results of algorithms are shown in supplementary materials). Two ideal edge positions are set separately at higher amplitude side of an edge transition pixel (high) and lower amplitude side of an edge transition pixel (low) in each template. Detection results of the proposed algorithm with optimized number of angles, wavelet modulus maxima and Canny algorithm are compared under two ideal edges. Then FOM (formula 8) introduced by Pratt is applied to assessment of these results [20] .
where I I represents ideal edge pixels (marked with 1 in supplementary materials) and I A represents actual edge pixels, a is constant 0.9 and d is distance between each actual edge pixel and its ideal edge pixel. FOM of these algorithms for edge templates and line templates are shown in Table 1 . In edge templates, three values of the proposed algorithm are 
Discussion
The Advantages of the Proposed Edge Detection Algorithm at Arbitrary Angles
In this work, the proposed algorithm establishes the relationship between compact connection and sparse connection to achieve edge detection at arbitrary angles. The algorithm just need to achieve detection angles in the range from 45
• , which is extended to the range from 0
• . In addition, the algorithm indicates the relationship edges of an image and the number of detection angles by only adjusting detection angle θ. Other parameters of the proposed algorithm are threshold T , σ in Gaussian function, and filter length. We just adjust parameter θ to investigate relationship among θ, pixels increment, and real edges under condition of fixed-parameter T , σ and filter length. Filter length is set at 13 (σ = 1, x = 0, ±1, · · · , ±6) for eliminating its influence on edge image. Multi-scale edge detection is also removed by σ = 1. Threshold T could be adjusted automatically according to the total number of angles and maintain the minimum value for eliminating the influence of threshold T on edge image. Finally, the same trend of pixel quantity for different total number of angles and the gradually decreasing pixels increment provide foundations for optimizing the number of angles.
The Effect of the Optimized Number of Edge Detection
In order to evaluate performance of the proposed edge detection algorithm, edge and line templates are introduced and set two ideal edge positions. FOM under two criteria using the proposed algorithm are compared with results using wavelet modulus maxima and Canny algorithm. 15 of 18 values obtained by our algorithm are higher than those of other two algorithms and it indicates better performance under the criterion based on lower amplitude side. When the criterion is higher amplitude side, 3 of 9 values are higher than those of other algorithm for edge templates and 4 of 9 values are higher than those of other algorithms for line templates. The results are different under two criteria because of characteristics of the first order derivative of Gauss in our algorithm. In Table 2 , average FOM is calculated to evaluate performance of the proposed algorithm. Only 3 of 9 values obtained by the proposed algorithm are lower than those of other algorithms for edge templates and no value are lower than others for line templates. The proposed algorithm shows better performances especially in line templates.
Further Work
In future work, the relationship between T and pixels increment will be discussed for the proposed edge detection algorithm.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel algorithm of edge detection is proposed. The algorithm combines singularity detection with Gaussian wavelet transform and edge detection at arbitrary directions. The algorithm not only achieves edge detection at arbitrary angles but also indicates relationship between edges of an image and the number of detection angles according to trends of the number pixels and connected components. In addition, the algorithm with optimized number of angles is proposed and shows better performance than modulus maximum algorithm and Canny algorithm in test templates.
